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The Light in Katy’s Eyes – Just for You

This isn’t just any old picture book! Take a look at how many questions, how many 
puzzles it contains! Look at the cover. Who could this Katy Kitty be? What’s she carrying 
in that box? Why is it wrapped in a blue ribbon? Did she get a birthday present? And 
her cat’s eyes! Aren’t they as bright as the sky above her? And, look! Strange, isn’t it? 
There’s a mouse beside her who doesn’t look the least bit afraid of her. No doubt this 
will be a book full of joy and happy happenings… Really? Perhaps this lovely animal tale 
contains something that should worry us, perhaps it gives us something more to think 
about. Some evil intent, maybe trickery? This picture book offers all of that and more, 
and readers should pay particular attention to the illustrations. Particularly interesting 
are the eyes of the “heroes”: the kindly gaze of Katya the Cow, the almost crafty – the 
almost, ha!, cat-like – gaze of Katy, the somewhat frightening eyes of Barry the Bear, 
the frightened eyes of Sherry the Sheep. How does Gloria the Goat look in the company 
of Ophelia, the world’s wisest owl? And Charity the Chicken, in the company of Peter 
the Peacock? Do Katy Kitty’s eyes change when she talks to Farrah Fox? How does 
the fox stare at the bird’s little ones and what can we read from the cat’s gaze? What 
about the meeting with Leo the Lion? Is Katy at all afraid of him? Why do Katy Kitty 
and Mabel Mouse have closed eyes at the end? So many gazes, so many emotions 
and messages… Yet everything is woven into a wonderful tale about true and lasting 
friendship, although it sometimes seems like everyone else is more interesting than the 
good, old friend who’s always there when you most need her.
Oh, before I forget: Happy birthday, Katya the Cow!
 

Igor Saksida



Katy Kitty is slumbering in the shade.



“Are you coming to my birthday party on Saturday?” 

asks Katya the Cow, waking her up. 

“You can bring a friend along.”



“Of course I’ll come! I’ll take Mabel Mouse!” 

replies Katy cheerfully.

“You’re coming with a mouse?” laughs Katya.



Sherry the Sheep will take Barry, 

the world’s strongest bear.



Gloria the Goat will take Ophelia, 

the world’s wisest owl. 



Charity the Chicken will take Peter, 

the world’s most magnificent peacock.



Katy Kitty thinks for a bit, then heads over 

to Farrah Fox and says,“Katya the Cow 

is having a birthday part on Saturday. 

I thought we could go together.”



Katy looks around and thinks, 

“She can go get her own nest, 

that sneaky beast! I don’t 

need a friend like that.”

“Oh, of course,” agrees the fox. “But before we 

go, would you mind climbing up that tree and 

bringing me that bird’s nest, the one with 

the little birdies in it? Now that we’re friends…”



She goes to see Leo, the scariest of lions, and says, 

“On Saturday Katya is having a birthday party. 

I thought we could go together.”



“With pleasure!” says Leo. “But now that we’re friends, 

can I ask you a favour? My wife is still not back from 

hunting and I’m very sleepy. Can you feed my 

little ones?”

Katy looks at him in anger and says to herself: “He’s 

no better than the fox! I don’t need a friend like that.”



Finally, Katy goes to 

see Emo, the world’s 

largest Elephant.

“Katya the Cow is having 

a birthday party. Will you 

come with me?”

But Emo the Elephant doesn’t notice her.

His big feet are heading towards her and 

he surely would have stomped on her 



if Mabel Mouse hadn’t suddenly appeared. She 

stands in front of the elephant and begins to 

squeak with all her might. The elephant flees 

in fear. Katy hugs her close and meows. 

“Will you come with me to Katya’s birthday 

party?”

“With pleasure,” squeaks Mabel and 

jumps for joy, high into the air.

Katy Kitty is overjoyed. She pulls her friend 

towards her. She is honoured, because she is 

going to the birthday party with the best and 

boldest friend in the world.





This isn’t just any old picture book! Take a look at how many 
questions, how many puzzles it contains! So many gazes, so many 
emotions and messages… Yet everything is woven into a wonderful 
tale about true and lasting friendship, although it sometimes seems 
like everyone else is more interesting than the good, old friend 
who’s always there when you most need him.
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